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Abolicionismo penal definicion

Published April 7, 2014 By Free Introduction The following forging research essentially asks us to perform a systematic and methodological analysis of other comprehensive areas of criminal law so that we can give ourselves a provisional response to the following questions: how many expressions do its critics criticize the fact that
criminology can no longer become an independent autonomous discipline and to some extent become an independent autonomous discipline? To what extent do we know that the crisis based on the advent of the theory of punishment and criminal abolition remains the same in producing mutations in the lessons developed by other fields
in the field of crime? Can the emergence of legal dogma of concepts such as Coculpability, vulnerability and selectivity be attributed to new criminal concepts?  Can the emergence of Garantismo in the Criminal Procedure Act be awarded to the scientific revolution created by abolitionists and critical criminology? So to what extent is it
possible to argue that the changes and developments in various areas that make up criminal law (punishment, criminology, dogma, and procedure) do not form the premise of a new penalty paradigm that finds its signs in a new model of criminal policy? However, it is essential to divide your research into five phases of analysis in order to
provide a solution to the questions raised. The first step is to study the Pena Foundation, and therefore should indulge in other theories of Pena, its advantages as well as its errors and critical evaluations. We cannot also review new trends in advocating the abolition of crime in the Netherlands and Scandinavian countries. For that part,
the second step is to address these questions from a criminal standpoint. The review of the school consists of a review of which to determine which can best explain the historical and socio-cultural landscape today. A third of them deepen the subject identified in an assertive approach. In this layer of analysis, concepts such as
vulnerability, selectivity, and coculpability are attributed to aggression, and if it is not ultimately a methodological tool that delivers new findings from criminology schools and provides foundation and punishment. The fourth step provides a procedural perspective Questions have been raised as to whether the emergence of procedural
guarantees and the faithful expression of the trends in criminal law change in the various areas that make up it are not faithful. Finally, the fifth and final phase will be reviewed on various models of criminal policy that exist so far to clarify whether the equality and criminal policy or state-humanism model is the driving force behind the
change that operates in various areas of criminal law or a completed synthesis. Finally, at the conclusion of each step mentioned above, we will draw a final conclusion that we can answer our central question: is it not possible to argue that the changes and developments in various disciplines that make up criminal law do not form the
premise of a new criminal paradigm that finds the clearest representation in the new model of criminal policy? As we explained in our introduction, this first step in analysis of the Development Fund of Pena and Abolitionist, aims to study the basics of grief through new trends such as minimalism and abolition of crime, as well as intrusion
into other theories of sadness. To begin this phase of analysis we begin by conducting a review of various theories: the theory of retaliation is persecuted for some socially useful purpose in the sense of punishment, not through the imposition of malice, the author sees guilt that places himself as a result of the fact , remuneration,
compensation, and fair shorthand. There is a narrative of absolute theory because the sense of sadness is independent of social influences[1] behind the theory of retaliation is the ancient principle of Tarion. Teeth for eyes and teeth. The philosophical foundation stems from Hegel's philosophy of law in 1798 and 1821, the metaphysics of
customs, a German idealist backed by Kant, in which it is in the socio-psychological printing power and provides a measure of the size of punishment. However, since the mission of the criminal law is the protection of the subsidiaries of legal property, it is severely criticized that punishments with social purposes cannot be used to fulfill the
duties.2] Punishment as atonement theory (unlike punishment as a remuneration) is not reparations. It is the right order, but reconciliation with the perpetrator and himself, the broken order, and ultimately the reconciliation with the community. [3] In this regard, the Atonement can only happen if the perpetrator lends his free repentance.
Repentance of such a magnitude, which is considered to be a restraint of guilt by society. This theory was made without a number of accusations, so the Schmidauser State Atonement arises from the most rebalancing in the fund of the autonomous person, that will only depend on the psychic disposition of the person, which cannot be
enforced by the state by punishment, and therefore the roots compared to the author who does not show a minor sense of guilt will fail the function of sadness. [4] Likewise, the theory of atonement can only be defended (if it is defensible) from the basis of metaphysical concepts that conflict with the question of legitimacy that cannot be
overcome in a secular and neutral state, at least as authors such as Neumann, Schroth, and Austendorf understand. Those who belong to this theory of repair theory understand that there is an immoral motive at the will of the perpetrator. Therefore, sorrow causes the immoral will of the birth of a crime, destroying the true source of evil
(kohler). There is a need to be morally guided by suffering, which is divine will (Kitts). Other authors refer to duhring or even aesthetic (Lifenitz) remuneration. Divine conservatism punishment is a means of overcoming the will of the state to produce crimes and overcome the supreme law. If a violation of human law violates the sacred law,
it is a necessary punishment by the demand for absolute justice, and it is entirely essential to show the predominance of rights (Stahl)[6]. For that part, the theory of divine retribution suffers from criticism swollen in retaliation theory, where the accusations of atonement theory are added. His main owner of the Special Prevention Theory,
Franz von Liszt, who argued that the end of the sentence through the Marburg program, accordingly, was resolved to the individual (special) author, prevention. So to the end of the punishment we talk about special prevention. Unlike absolute remuneration, special prevention theory is a relative theory because it obscures the purpose of
criminal avoidance. [7] Special prevention theories follow the principle of resocialization in the foreground among its supporters today. His tribe Contrary to the theory of retaliation, it does not present any principle of punishment, resulting in the detention of a convicted person. Special prevention theories expose adult males to problems
that are obligated to be educated and treated by the state. The object of correctional theory grief is to improve the subject of delinquency and do good for both individuals and groups. The school's founder, Roeder, thinks of it as a good sadness for criminals who tend to be unjustly reformed and ultimately improve their moral character.
Kausista understands that the state must treat itself in order to achieve its own reforms. This doctrine has a special impact in Spain through the work of Dorado Montero (preventive criminal law study and criminal protection law). This mechanism depends on correction and revision, and the perpetrator can be considered a creditor for
punishment, which should be considered oppressive and intentionally insane, with the aim of reducing the perpetrator. This theory finds a livelihood at the criminology level in positive schools and exposes them to falsehoods, such as the special positive prevention theory of Frank Vonlist. The main pioneer of negative special prevention
theory has been the garopal who founded this aspect in his work criminology. For special negative prevention, crime also targets crime people, but not to improve it, but at the expense of human evil, the effect of its inferiority, neutralization, is for social groups. Generally, it cannot be found as an exclusive manifest function, but in
combination with the previous: when the RE ideology fails or is discarded, neutralization and removal are called. [9] Logically, if the negative special prevention theory is not found as an exclusive manifest function, as a combination of benign special prevention theory, if the former is responsible for neutralizing the subject when it fails, the
combination of damages will also lead to a preventive effect equal to zero. If active subjects repair this damage, it is not necessary to socialize or neutralize them again. Therefore, the damage recovery as a penalty cannot be sustained in the theory of unfair special prevention. Negative general prevention theory it was developed by Paul
Johan Anselm v. Poyerbach, derived from the general prevention theory, Psychological theory of coercion. This theory is not the end of punishment in retaliation or behavior against the author, but on the general impact of criminal threats and punishments relating to legal prohibition. It is called the theory of general prevention because it
does not act in a special way to blame, but in general, that is, generally generalization. As an advantage, it is worth emphasizing their considerations in deep psychology that many men only put a stop to their desires and they are in the satisfaction of these and they are using legal paths that have not succeeded and pose serious harm.
The most significant criticism is that only a fraction of men with criminal tendencies have access to the facts with too many reflections to approach blackmail. On the other hand, it does not include parameters for the restriction of penalties, such as special prevention theory. Theoria contractor punishment is a defensive response to the
preservation of social conventions because crime places incarnation after outside the protection of social order (the standards coming from Rousseau are specifically stated in The Work of Becaria), precisely because the social order was established in an convention that serves as the basis of others and results in the conduct of citizens.



So when the perpetrator is rebellious against social agreements and convicted, he does so as an enemy, not as a citizen. This theory, as well as conservative theories and general negative prevention theories, find their foundation at the criminology level of classical schools. Theoria DE LA DEFENSA Indirect was Giandomenico
Romanosi, whose origins of punishment are in self-defense, but he understood that the need was not mere consideration for future crimes, but based on the destructive effects of post-crime innocence on social groups. Grief is a row over future criminals affecting their encouragement through terrorism East Sea (for criminal conversation,
which The Romano see as opposed to impulse) society has the right to pass penalties on crimes as a necessary means for the preservation of individuals. Like conservative theories and negative general prevention theories, criminology schools that provide the basis for indirect defense theory are nothing more than classical schools.
Union Mixed or Eclectic Theory (ROXIN) These theories seek mediation between absolute theory and relative theory, but not through a simple addition of contradictory ideas, but The practice of engroom in the reality of its application in front of and around the world is always developing all the features that are affected by them. [11]
According to his main owner, Klaus Roxin, they try to gather the purpose of grief in a balanced (deductible method), but in the case of antinomi, one or the other principles must be taken. Stratenwerth's main criticism is that the sense of thinking of certain irregular behavior seldom deduce from the theory that it wants to gather in a common
denominator without considering some of the incompatible concepts. Functional retaliation theory (LESCH) this theory is proposed by the disciples of Gunter Jacobs, a professor at B'Heiko Resch University, and the foundation and end of grief are unified and the vibration between the Hegelian dialect dimension as well as the practical
pragmatistic absolute basis. It is never, as long as it is worth qui peccatur est and not ne peccetur. This retribution is relative because it is not an absolute ab effectu, and it has the function of maintaining the underlying condition of social coexistence, not the end in itself. This is the only thing that corresponds to the principle of guilt: the
author responds only to his guilt. This guilt is in the way of order. The punishment is the elimination of this disturbance, it is the cancellation of guilt. Unfortunately, we would not agree with this assumption given the incompatibility between the slopes called to join. This is because there is a contradiction of terminology and methodological
disagreement in the operation of a theory without social purpose, and conservative theory is under positive general prevention, along with another functionalism characterized exclusively by it. Because this combination does not stumble at various stages of rehearsal sit and apply penalties at the same time or in time frames - reading
Roxin's Union theory - it seems to be an attempt that essentially failed to combine the two hostile formulas. Therefore, our criticism is formulated on two levels. The first of these may be rehearsals for eclectic theory, and criticism of the previous will may be raised. In turn, the recent distinction that such a union or merger is unsustainable is
not sustainable because such a union or merger has not been attempted to discriminate against the moment of the decision of the penalty. Fundamentally, acknowledging the social purpose in theory of dismissing it seems unreasonable, which will corroborate what we have just been rejected. On the other hand, greater or less than
punishment In order to achieve the objectives of intimidation or re-assertion of existing law, guilt inevitably leads to one faction being governed by another law. Finally, the final critique can be made on a philosophical basis. It doesn't seem to be a combination of the typical optician sceptician scepticians of sociological schools, because
hegelian philosophy and the very part of the political model described by Hobbes deduce that crime supports all the penalty theories in the typical model of a classical school where it is considered a legal institution. Therefore, the contradiction occurs at the methodology, negative and criminological levels.     Positive General Prevention
Theory or Preventive Integration (JAKOBS) Telegraph Theory has provided a theoretical framework for providing tentative solutions to unanswered questions in criminal accidents in recent years. Jacobs, who adopted Luman's initiative, argues that punishment is an essential response to the restoration of a broken social order. Therefore,
the mission of grief for the authors is to maintain the norm as a model of guidance for social contact. The content of the penalty is a replica that takes place at the expense of the perpetrator, facing the question of the rule. [13] Theoria Consensus (NINO) This theory was developed by a longtime Argentine professor, Carlos Nino. For those
precursors, justification for punishment as an effective means of social protection has been built on the consent of the person whose sentence falls. In Nino's case, it is necessary to consider an individual as an elementary school, and to determine whether measures may change, comparative well-being of each individual must be
considered. Therefore, he said my proposal is that as a generally burdensome coerf implying deprivation of rights, it can be justified in principle when it becomes a necessary and effective means of social protection and can be distributed according to the prior consent of the recipient. [14] Therefore, in addition to the author's repentance
and guilty plea, the author shall agree not to apply punishment but to carry out reparations for damages inflicted on the victim. That's where Carlos Nino's consensus theory applies. The negative theory of PENA (ZAFFARONI) has a power relationship involved in resolving conflicts in all societies with his mentor, Eugenio Raul Zaffaroni,
part of the concept. All societies or cultures tolerate most things Do not intervene in formulated power or, rather, society does not acknowledge that force intervenes in all conflicts[15] explains that political institutions reserve their own interventions in some of the conflicts over a major decision-making model: A) Reuters B) Reuters C)
Coercion D) Treatment E) Punishment. However, it should be made clear that the punitive model of these five models is on hold on time because it excludes victims by definition of the five models that they say are not suitable for resolving conflicts because they are not resolved and suspended. Instead of adopting the standard of
telelogious construction as a goal of protecting legal goods (legal security), instead of falling into the illusion of protecting victims from others, all the shortcomings of bipolar theory can be avoided if they fulfill a real commitment to protect those who are effectively threatened by the uncontrolled growth of the penalty power.16] Penalties are
minimum or minimalist Luigi Ferrazola and his work IL Dirritto Penare Minimo. The flow of this criminal policy recognizes the impracticality of the current criminal repression plan. This includes slowing down the judiciary, the process of stigma, the selectivity of criminal proceedings, and the black picture of crime. It is clear that the minimum
criminal law correlates with the maximum degree of civil liberties for punitive abitrium[18] minimalist proposals to decriminalize a number of actions such as crimes against families, public morality, among others. The abolition of punishment is within the episodic context in which the non-affirmative attitude to the concept of theory truth is
characterized. Truth, as finite, transient, and complete as humanity, cannot be found. [19] The abolitionist proposal began with a tendency to abolish the death penalty first, from prison to the cessation of the entire criminal system to implement a conflict resolution system based on small business owners and surrounding societies. The
core idea is simple. Western societies face two main challenges: unequal distribution of wealth and unequal distribution of access to paid labor. Both issues can lead to riots. The crime control industry is ready to face them, profit and do things while creating control. Otherwise people who would interfere with the social process. In the
theory of abolition, the tendency of destruction has sought various theoretical and political foundations. Political abolitionism, proposed the abolition of the criminal system in the field of political action by Norway's Thomas Matissen (promoter of the KROM organization fighting for criminal reform). The state USUSRPADORA personality
theory, by Dutchman Luke Hulsman, understands that state intervention is outsourcing anonymous and mutual ed to prevent parties from participating in the settlement. Terria Denier of Castigo, Norway' Kristine Nils, who highlighted the country's deletion against the imposition of public punishment. However, these are the only exhibitors
since Scandinavia. Groups such as Kjersti Ercsson, Kristin Skoten, Angelica Shaft, Renee Sanningen of the Netherlands, KROM in Norway, KRUM in Sweden, KRIM in Denmark, KRAK in Finland and Germany. Therefore, at this historical and socio-cultural stage, it can be stated that it is not sustainable to prove punishment through any
positive theory, such as whether it is a relative, eclectic or confederate or integrated prevention, such as absolute remuneration or general or special prevention. We are supportive of the fact that we do not know both the number of criticisms and the role that the state plays as a major means of social control. That is why we stand the
basis of punishment based on the negative or agnostic theory of grief, recognizing that we can punitive him, and are complemented by a minimalist stance that progressively promotes the reduction of criminal rights to the minimum expression that society can tolerate. Finally, as a result of economic prosperity and cultural homogeneity, it
can be completely blown away by the abolition tendency to allow the abolition of the entire criminal system by replacing it with a conflict-solving system that can find hold in society in accordance with the principle of tolerance. It should be noted that we promote a complex basis of sadness, namely an agnostic-minimalist with abolitionist
tendencies, because we reach it in a dominant socio-cultural reality and will need to overcome dominant cultural, socio-economic and educational conditions in Scandinavia and the Netherlands because we consider it impossible to lead to criminal abolition. Therefore, it is clear that the abolition of the purest expression so far sets
theoretical parameters. . Criminology This second step is to conduct a review of various criminology schools and identify schools that respond best to today's historical and socio-cultural landscape. The first of these schools: the transition from feudal society to the contractual model of the Industrial Revolution in a classical school covers a
wide period of integration in the 18th century, beginning in the 16th century. The classic model wants to prove his right with a man ... Classical thinking is based on the concept of reason as a measure of things, and it began with illustration. His central stance was a movement from theory to humanism's centralism.  They are pioneers of
the schools cesare becaria, Inmanuel Kant, Jorge G.F. Hegel, Pablo Füerbach, Zandomenico Mromannosi and Francesco Carrara. Classical schools are assigned to recognize crimes as a violation of social agreements and thus punish the principle of justifiable usefulness in the contract. People in natural state enjoyed absolute and
different freedoms. But that freedom was threatened by the selfishness of others. In this sense, people sign contracts that deprive them of their freedom and give them the safety of their freedom. [22] This contractor legalizes the imposition of national punishment. Therefore, two theories of the basis of punishment in this school emerged,
one known as retaliation, one absolute and another relative who is a negative general prevention theory. Classical schools have far surpassed the criticism that social contracts are now unsustainable, and this is set aside by individuals. The positive school hegemony rank and strengthening of the bourgeoisie as the Industrial Revolution
radically changed the concept of classical social guidance and power. Bisexual discourse of incense roots settled into the social realities of the 19th century. Positivism was based on the leading number of causal determinism and the basis of new social risks and security measures as the basis of criminal law. [23] The positive model
correlates crime with social responsibility, which regards crime as a natural body associated with predictive decisions and denies free will and guilt. The school supports the concept of biological willof crimes in history such as the physiology of Lavater and Della Porta and the braking of the go and the main follower Cesare Lombroso
(material affirmation or Enrico Perry (sociological positivism), Rafael Garoppolo (psychological positivism), Sigmund Freud (psychoanalytic) Carlos Binding (legal positivism) and Francisco von Lisst, led the principles of socialization by the perpetrators as sick people. Like previous schools, bisexual schools have received strong criticism
for showing that there is no determinism or biological tendency for crime. The school of sociology has been developed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In this paradigm, the perpetrator is considered contractualism as a common non-pathological presence. Deviating behavior is a necessary and useful element for socio-cultural
balance and development. [24] Sociology school begins with the premise that there is a social consensus, that is, based on the following axioms: the essential values shared by all citizens, the law is the same for all members of society, the law represents and protects the essential values of the entire community and finally, the violators of
the law are a very small minority worth the debate. Based on these estimates, they create the concept of munomia pronounced by Durkheim, a social state characterized by a general weakening of collective consciousness. They are pioneers of this school Emile Durkheim (sociological theory), Robert Merton (functional structural theory),
Park Shaw McKay McKenzie (ecology theory), Stanley Cohen (theory of criminal subculture), Edwin Sutherland (theory of differential associations), Sykes and Wagon (neutral theory). The school has a theory previously described by Jacobs, using the systematic functionalism of Luhman.La sociological schools and suffering from major
criticism that today's society is not a society according to consensus! However, in opposition to not sharing essential values by all members of society, the law does not represent such essential values. The school of traditional criminology of labeling approaches, social control or social responses and conflict theory is interested in
searching for the cause of a crime as long as the labeling approach is directed at the collapse of the paradigm[25] social response suppars the concept of theory and means the true direction of the way to explain crime[26]. The crime does not exist, but it is carried out. This construction of crime has nothing to do with factors, but these
theories are known to define or interact with the approach because the subject has the power to define [27] society is carried out through movement Definition sagainst the creation of criminal acts. This behavior is biased when it is carried out in a manner that is publicly considered unfair. Deviating is an individual whose actions, his
opinions, his attitude strayed from the models and standards that characterize the group in power. This individual is assigned a label, a stigma. The imposition of labels by society is not a whimsical choice, but rather a response to public opinion and media influence. They share mainly what is described in relation to social control and
social response theory, but they understand society as a divided society of various groups of conflicted interests. It is now stated that the disadvantaged classes will be conquered by the dominant class, as all groups in society are struggling to access and maintain power. In this respect, criminal law acts as an efficient and permanent
means for separation and submission. For her, society is based on opposition without consensus because the law and punitive mechanisms foster Statu quo. While social control theory, social reactions, and theory of conflict are being criticized, there is no doubt that the most important explanation of socio-cultural realities today is. We
see this position today in the fact that the world is divided into central and surrounding countries, and the front door of world power is becoming clearer, as described in one of his Japaroni examples, where the great capital settled in the first place of the latter's social, economic and cultural policies... It is considered to be more than daily
the growth of the American and European populations behind the rest of the world. So the decline in the civilized population is astonishing. In this way, a classification of three groups is offered: people who don't need food aid, those who need food aid, those who need it and can control people with effort and people who have already lost,
explain hunger for their populationas as well as those who don't accept control guidelines. [28] In turn, the social control swayed by central countries and large economic capitals (cars, oil, soda vending machines, etc.) emphasizes that social control is carried out by the closest group in power through the most marginalized people in
power, resulting in social control within each country. [29] Therefore, in the dominant socio-cultural reality, it can be argued that it is clearly demonstrated by social reactions or theories and theories of social control. In turn, the two sociological schools we have stated as the most representative of this historical moment can complement
them with four aspects of sociological crime schools being the same: 1) ecological theory (Park Show, McKay and McKenzie) 2) Theory of criminal subculture (Stanley Cohen) 3) Theory of discriminatory associations (Edwin Sutherland) 4) neutralization theory (All above Sy Matkes) the three largest cities to interact with the government in
the city center The political and economic center occupies the first place, and the second circle is occupied by the middle-class bourgeoisie and the third is occupied by the marginal surroundingarea, but this circle remains unchanged and does not interact. A second theory is involved in explaining the theory of differential associations,
which explain saline crime sprees in industrial centers and large cities, as well as the emergence of youth gangs seeking access to power by illegal means. Finally, we can introduce the correction of chinese theory, which explains that the author of the criminal act is an act of deprivation of lawful, conditioned, and organized authority as a
result of the alleged society. Therefore, we can conclude at the criminological level that our reality is satisfactorily explained by the theory of social control or social response and the theory of ecological theory, the conflict with the criminal subculture, differential association, and correction of Chinese. As we have already mentioned, the
third step is to deepen the identified topics in an assertive approach that we will try to find answers to whether infringement, intrusion of concepts like coculpability and selectivida is ultimately a methodological tool that wants to channel new findings in criminal schools. First, we begin by analyzing the emergence of the concept of neutrality.
In the mid-1980s, society was the first to recognize how society treats individuals as a condition, and it was more likely to confront him in a criminal system. This concept was given not only at the international level but also at the national level, but there was an attitude taken by zaffaroni doctrinal ists who mentioned another concept of guilt
in his previous work on his last treaty, much more depending on the given social reality, given that social reality, copulpability. In this prism given by the concept of guilt, All subjects act to a given situation and a range of established self-determination. In other words, the area of self-determination is given to some extent by the same
company. As is well known, there are subjects with a low range of self-determination, because society does not offer the same opportunities and possibilities as everyone, would not be fair, and the subject would carry out social causes that limit their range of self-determination. For this reason, it is often said that there is a coexistence that
society must observe. Similarly, in 1989, this position will find another channel through the concept of vulnerability, which was developed more closely in the search for the grief of his work Lost Grief. This concept is therefore given by the size of the risk at which the vulnerability level will be selected, 1) the location of the vulnerability and
2) the individual effort to vulnerability. The first is mainly social and belongs to a class, social class, or minority, so it consists of a degree of risk or risk for a person to be chosen. The effort to violable castles is largely personal, and consists of a degree of risk that a person is placed on the basis of the actions of an individual, such as
committing an unjust act[30] so that criminologist Christy Nils, special powers, represents a shield against vulnerability. One way to control power is to make those in power vulnerable. Vulnerabilities can be established in three ways: same location vulnerabilities, vulnerabilities for equal quality, and vulnerabilities to physical proximity. [31]
It is now understood that vulnerability guilt is a very transgression of crime and is not a simple solution to traditional regulatory guilt. Guilt for vulnerability is not an alternative to guilt as an ethical accusation, but a step in overcoming synthesis. In short, guilt is a necessary judgment to connect unfairness to the author in a personalized
manner, and if appropriate, it acts as the largest key indicator of punitive force. This decision occurs in the synthesis of blame judgments based on the scope of the self-determination of the facts, along with the judgment of the blame for the agent's efforts to achieve the vulnerability situation. [32] While fragility guilt recognizes important
precedents in the concept of concurrency, the truth is that it has a very early origin and at the same time has the original basis of concurrent punishment, which was used as the primary formula. Vulnerability guilt2 build. It keeps starting from a false budget. The first and most important thing was that crime was closely related to the idea of
the impact of poverty. Since the 1930s, and in criminal investigations into white-collar crime, these views are not sustainable at the social science level. In this way, by integrating criminal law (agnosticism) into discourse, the undeniable fact of the choice of right to punishment leads to the dismantling of the concept of collectiveity and the
emergence of a convicted concept of vulnerability. Therefore, it is clear that the insertion of the concept used by the basic theory of punishment and criminal studies in this comprehensive discipline of criminal law is clear, backed up this statement on the obvious fact that the concept of guilt has become unsustainable, because sociology
and this has suffered to a cryptographic level since the advent of cryptography within the body, the aspectof discriminatory solidarity is based on abolitionist tendencies and social reaction theory, social control, the concept of criminalism based on the theory of corrective theory of ecological theory and the concept of guilt and the concept
of guilt based on the theory of ecological theory and minimal impartiality and the concept of guilt and the opposite. Neutralize, crime subcultures, differential associations. That's why we affirm that structured concepts in the doctrinal field are the product of principles that have been transferred from the basic realms of punishment and
criminology, and therefore, due to the non-contradictory principles that should be based on all scientific branches, it would be impossible for dogmatic discipline to develop concepts without interdependent with other comprehensive disciplines. The purpose of this fourth phase of the procedure is to conduct a review of various prosecution
systems to determine what is best suited for the four-state set by Garantimo. The first prosecution system we would mention is no longer: interrogation system interrogation is a system of criminal prosecution that responds to the absolute concept of central power. The centralization of power allows all attributes persorated by sovereignty
to be gathered together in one hand. Because of this, Meyer is a fundamental feature of curious indictments Procedural power on one hand is similar to the assembly of sovereignty (enforcing legislation and judgment) in one person. [33] As we have seen, the power to pursue crime is confusing, and as a force of judgment, and therefore
placed in the hands of the same person INQUISIDOR. In this system, the accused represents the subject of persecution, not the object of the right. The proceeding consists of a secret investigation in which the results were written, and the judgment on that part seems almost unpleasant because the idea of appeal is closely linked to the
idea of the delegation of unthinkable power in a power-intensive system such as INQUISITIVO. The system is subject to harsh criticism, but undoubtedly the most important thing is the fact that a mixture of blame and judgment in such a system undoubtedly damages fairness and at the same time often impairs the promotion and orality of
the process... It is easy to understand that the absence of such guarantees weakens everyone else, and in particular guarantees the presumption of innocence of the accused before conviction[34] the fundamental characteristic of the prosecution in the distinction between the aforementioned prosecution system is in the division of power
exercised in the process. Criminal pursuit IMPUTADO resists confrontation and finally decides a court with the power to decide on his hands.35]. In this system, criminal pursuits are located in the hands of a person of visible existence, and the defendant and the court have the circumstances of the case filed by the accused as a limitation
of the decision. The proceeding consists of public, verbal, continuous, and contradictory discussions, and the evaluation of the trial consists of an INTIMA conviction system in which the judge decides to vote without any rules. Finally, the verdict is the result of a given majority vote or the judge's unanimous vote, as is the current practice of
the Anglo-Saxon jury. In a mixed system, penalty jurisdictions are exercised by a professional judge called Education, who is responsible for preliminary investigations. For that part, the pursuit of punishment is in the hands of certain state institutions, public ministries. The accused is entitled to the right of the legal position in the course of
the proceedings to be innocent. The procedure consists of a preliminary investigation of the criminal chaser, which Determine the closure of elements or criminal prosecutions at the request of the high degree of prosecution or trial. This is followed by an interim process that acts as control over the prosecution's final conduct under the
direction of the prosecutor. Finally, its mission is to get a judgment of innocence or conviction that makes an end to the process before trial. It is enforceable with respect to judgment, but its power is strongly limited because the appeal is very strict on tolerance.  Then after conducting a brief review of the prosecution system we can only
deduce that the Akusatorio and MIXTO system are the only ones adapting to the model or warranty profile.  The GARANTISTA model presents the principle of prosecution or separation of 100 axioms (1) the principle of retaliation or innocence of crimes 2) legality principles 3) principles of necessity 4) institutional principles or prohibition of
action 6) Guilty Principles 7) Convictions and indictments 9) The principle of prosecution or separation of judgments. Does not acknowledge the imposition of punishment without criminal commission, does not acknowledge the imposition of punishment without a commission of crime, provided by law as a crime, the necessity of prohibition,
punishment, harmful effects on third parties, the apparent and criminal transgression of the perpetrator, and empirical evidence carried out by prosecution before a public and contradictory trial. As can be corroborated in the notary system, if one of the axioms or speculation of the warranty model is violated, the eighth to establish the
separation between the judge and the accuser, and the promotion of the process in which it is carried out in secret by the interrogator. Thus, procedural guarantees can enter this fourth phase, a trend that conforms to the new position emerging from various fields of criminal law. Therefore, we can argue that, until now, the current fad is
based on the theory of ecological theory, criminal subcultures, differential associations and the theory of the basis of the theory of minimalism punishment - the tendency to abolish criminal goods based on correction and social control or social reactions and theories of conflict. Add to this, the assertive final candidate's position is to
empathize with selective and infringing punitive powers, leading to a procedural and condemned prosecution or prosecution system. This rush was established in Garantis. Criminal Policy is finally the fifth and final step for searching for different models of criminal policy. Understanding criminal policy is not merely a legalization discourse
of punitive power, but eugenio Raul Zaparoni, he says, referring to the interdisciplinary consequences of criminal law through political science, especially institutional engineering. [37] Well, to start the final step of the operation, we start by sketching the first model of the criminal policy. The main feature of the authoritative model model is
that the scope of criminal policy is virtually unlimited, because the principles of freedom and equality are fully subordinate to the principles of authority. [38] Therefore, criminal policy that does not set its own limits is necessarily authoritarian. A clear model of authoritarian criminal policy was fascism and Nazism, and all the powerful
countries had no restrictions in the area of concern. This model is also similar to that of integrators such as in the Muslim world. In the Islamic world, criminal policy is no longer a national power, but a distinction in that it is stated only religiously. But today, this model is not completely exhausted, but if you do not try to filter this old model in
a way that looks anti-democratic, it is a problem for many people who overwrite with new concepts and new words like civil security. The truth is that this criminal policy model is incompatible with the model of pursuing the minimum intervention of punitive forces in the state in resolving power divisions and conflicts, and the Republican and
federal representative sit-downs. Contrary to the liberal model authoritarian model, we look for a liberal model characterized by self-limiting decision-making. These self-limitations are based on the principle of legitimacy and certainty, i.e. the exercise of criminal policy is based on the idea that it should be reasonable and restrictive. One of
these impassable limitations is called the right to difference, that is, the rights of the rest and the rights of others who do not accept the values of the society in which they live, and the other limits of that kind are organized by the right to privacy. In general, the status of human dignity embodied in today's fundamental rights is defined as
practical limitations[39] The criticism that can be made as a criminal policy model is that it is part of a sociological criminal school that begins in a social consensus society with axioms. They say that the law is the same for all members of society and that the law protects and represents the essential values of the community, which is worth
the debate and is a violator of this small minority. This is at the same time that we are facing the present historical society facing an opposing society where the law acts as an efficient means for separation and conquest. The EGALITARIAN model or JUS-HUMANISTA sometimes has a third model that is particularly interested in the fact
that justice works for some individuals in society, and it's not for everyone. Its main purpose is to build an egalitarian system in which criminal policies agree to treat all citizens in the same conditions similar to [40] classically I constitute an old criticism of Bakunnin in the policies of liberal states, but in modern times they emerge channeled
into two main trends such as abolition and critical criminology. Japharoni is a mentor to the JUS-HUMANISTA criminal political model. According to him, his model of being a humanist is feasible because he must maintain a specific concept of humanity and be oriented to preserve it. Juice-humanist because he should not reject the law...
Conversely, consider it a private tool for the realization of a self-restrictive crime policy [41] JUS-HUMANISTA criminal policy is governed by the following principles: 1) The criminal phenomenon and response to these crimes to be adopted must be transparent criminal policies that society understands. 2) State-humanist criminal policy
must be inherently non-clown. In other words, it is important to know that the most beneficial thing for society is a small criminal policy. 3) The essential validity of the criminal phenomenon means that there is no social harm and that it does not form a moral conscience of the citizens should be the ultimate purpose of criminal policy. 4) The
last principle is that state-humanist criminal policy is the most participatory possible. Agpena minimalism, criminal subculture, differential association and chinese with the theory of corrective theory and conflict of the four major theories of sociology, known as social reactions and ecological theory, established in social reactions and social
control schools. This leads to an optional and infringing punitive punitive comprehensive, dogmatic final stance. In a deputational or mixed prosecution system established in Garantis, it is assumed that it will eventually be channeled through an equal criminal policy model or Jus-Humanist. The bottom line is that as we have described
throughout the development we come to the fact that historical and socio-cultural realities dominate and show a clear impossibility that we cannot carry out a strictly abolished model. That doesn't mean it's not the way forward. Therefore, we believe that the basis for achieving the abolitionist model lies in the development of a society that
fosters a high level of cohesion and social homogeneity that does not understand the homogeneity of race or religion and shares a common identity with values, customs, and interests to maintain and develop them. To achieve this, we must create fair and equal economic conditions that will undoubtedly be strengthened over the years.
For this reason, this historical moment can be used as a non-abolitionist model before, but as a result, it is the founder of sadness that reduces the agnosticism of punitive forces composed of minimalist attitudes of abolitionist tendencies. At the criminology level, it is strengthened by the school of social control or social response and
conflict theory and is complemented by four theories coming from the school of sociology. Through concepts such as fragility and guilt of selectivity, we arrive at the assertive finalist stance that leads to all the principles described in criminology and penalty theory. At the procedural level, it leads to a system of condemnation or mixed
prosecution that respects Garantistas. Finally, we finally express these evolutionary changes in various areas defined by criminal law in model criminal policy, such as the Equality criminal policy model and state-humanist. This monetary exposure should clarify what the dominant trend or position on each of them was, and whether it was
intended to conduct investigations of other interrelated areas of the field of crime to determine if they were interrelated to form a possible model of criminal policy. Therefore, the purpose of this work is that it is illogical to believe that the model of criminal policy can be developed purely at the theoretical level, so that the discourse, which is
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